Questions 1, 3, and 4 have no code-based solutions
Question 3
Questioning a hash for phone numbers.
#!usr/bin/perl #Ex3_3.plx use warnings; #Create hash with important numbers: my %numbers = ( mum => "555-1111", dad => "555-2222", bro => "555-3333", sis => "555-4444" ); #Get persons name:
print "Please enter a name : \n"; my $Name = <STDIN>; chomp ($Name); #Find and print the name's number print "$Name","'s number is $numbers{$Name}", "\n";
Question 4
Running the joke machine with a hash. The better jokes are up to you.
#usr/bin/perl #Ex3_4.plx use warnings; use strict; my $que_1 = "How many Java programmers does it take to change a light bulb? \n"; my $que_2 = "How many Python programmers does it take to change a light bulb? \n"; my $que_3 = "How many Perl programmers does it take to change a light bulb? \n"; my $que_4 = "How many C programmers does it take to change a light bulb? \n"; my $answer1 = "None. Change it once, and it's the same everywhere. \n\n"; my $answer2 = "One. He just stands below the socket and the world revolves around him. \n"; my $answer3 = "A million. One to change it, the rest to try and do it in fewer lines. \n"; my $answer4 = '"CHANGE?!! \n\n"'; my %jokes = ( $que_1 => "$answer1", $que_2 => "$answer2", $que_3 => "$answer3", $que_4 => "$answer4" );
Chapter 4
Question 1
Adding some error checking to the currency converter against user inconsistency. 
Question 2
Looping the guess a number program until the user succeeds. 
Question 3
While it works, this solution is not very efficient as it tests a lot of numbers for primacy that couldn't possibly be primes. There are other reasons why it's not as fast as it could be. See if your solution is more efficient. Constructing a multiplication tables in words #!/usr/bin/perl #ex7_1.plx use warnings; @one = qw(one two three four five six); @two = qw(two four six eight ten twelve); @three = qw(three six nine twelve fifteen eighteen); @four = qw(four eight twelve sixteen twenty twenty-four); @five = qw(five ten fifteen twenty twenty-five thirty); @six = qw(six twelve eighteen twenty-four thirty thirty-six); @mult_table=(\@one, \@two, \@three, \@four, \@five, \@six);
print "Enter a number between 1 and 6: "; $i = <STDIN>; print "Enter a number between 1 and 6: "; $j = <STDIN>; chomp ($i, $j);
Question 2
From the spot we begin at in the program, we need to first determine if the knight is actually moving and what color it is to make sure we're not moving it onto its own pieces. Then we can check if it has made a good move or not. Note the use of abs() in the if condition. This returns the absolute value of a number and so we can check for movement both forwards and backwards (or left and right) in one go.
All the other chess pieces (except the king) require further tests to make sure there are no pieces in the way of their move down a rank or diagonally. Note that these checks would do very well if kept in separate subroutines. See Chapter 8 for more on this. This slight extension of the seconds1.plx also does a quick check that the value the user has entered is a valid one for the question. That is, it keeps on asking for a value until a user enters a whole number only. 
When you run this example, you'll get this message: This is subroutine call 297 Deep recursion on subroutine "main::sub1" at ex8_2.plx line 25. This is subroutine call 298 Deep recursion on subroutine "main::sub1" at ex8_2.plx line 11. This is subroutine call 299 Deep recursion on subroutine "main::sub1" at ex8_2.plx line 18. This is subroutine call 300 > If your programs are looping within each other enough to get this message, you should try and analyze why and reduce it.
Note that in lines 11 and 18, we've had to append parentheses to sub2() and sub3() as the subroutines themselves haven't been defined yet as so need to be forward declared. The call to sub1 in line 25 by contrast does not.
#!/usr/bin/perl # ex8_2.plx use warnings; use strict; my $count = 0; sub sub1 { ++$count; print "This is subroutine call $count\n"; sub2() unless $count==300; return; } sub sub2 { ++$count; print "This is subroutine call $count\n"; sub3() unless $count==300; return; } sub sub3 { ++$count; print "This is subroutine call $count\n"; sub1 unless $count==300; return; } sub1;
Question 3
For a little variety, this exercise also passes the call limit around to each subroutine as well. This time, the forward references we had to make in exercise two are made automatically, as we need to include parameters in the call to sub2 and sub3.
#!/usr/bin/perl # ex8_3.plx use warnings; use strict; sub sub1 { my ($count, $limit) = @_; print "This is subroutine call ", ++$count, "\n"; sub2($count, $limit) unless $count==$limit; return; } sub sub2 { my ($count, $limit) = @_; print "This is subroutine call ", ++$count, "\n"; sub3($count, $limit) unless $count==$limit; return; } sub sub3 { my ($count, $limit) = @_; print "This is subroutine call ", ++$count, "\n"; sub1($count, $limit) unless $count==$limit; return; } sub1(0, 300); if ($_ eq "o") { options() } elsif ($_ eq "r") { readit() } elsif ($_ eq "l") { listit() } elsif ($_ eq "w") { writeit() } elsif ($_ eq "d") { deleteit() } elsif ($_ eq "x") { clearit() } elsif ($_ eq "q") { print "Bye!\n"; } else { print "Sorry, not a recognized option.\n"; } } 
